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Discrimination Reaches
The Fraternity System
Sub-Committee Investigates
Complaints of Prejudice

College Eliminates
Blackball Procedure

The controversy over discrimination by Greek groups has come
to UPS. The main force behind
it all is the Student Faculty
Committee on Discrimination.
Composed of both students and
faculty members, the committee
was begun last year as a subRelations Committee. It was set
up to investigate any complaint
of (liscriminataion either by
an individual or a group. The
committee, according to the
chairman, Dr. Keith Berry, can
only make recommendations based on the evidence of its investigations. Thus far only one complaint has been registered. It
was directed against Sigma Chi
fraternity.
Since the complaint was turned in, the committee has been
investigating the voting policies
for membership of Sigma Chi,
and has decided that they are
discriminatory. But this does not
mean that the deed is (lone and
Sigma Chi is automatically
threatened. The Committee on
Discrimination may make recommendations to the Student Faculty Committee, which makes
recommendations to the Faculty
Senate, which makes recommendations to the Administration
where the final decision is to he
made.
The second set of recommenddations is making its slow, careful way to the Administration.
The first set included a request

Lancaster, Pa. (IP) - Beginning this fall, all fraternities at
Franklin and Marshall College
are required to eliminate the
blackball procedure in which a
prospective member may he dismissed by one, or in some cases
several, votes against him during
his pledge period.

(Continued on Page 9)

The dismissal instead requires
a two-thirds vote of a chapter's
membership by secret ballot. This,
according to a recommendation by
a Committee To Study Student
Life, should he done only "when
there is• sufficient sentiment on
the part of the membership that
the conduct of any one of its
members is contrary to their standards of group living," and not
automatically at the end of the
pledge period.
The Committee described the
"social unacceptability blackball"
as "humiliating and unnecessary,"
noting that it found "distasteful
a practice by which young men
who 'are considered acceptable
members of the College community are considered unacceptable
to a self-appointed subordinate to
that community." The Committee
declared that "students should
have the right to choose their
friends and associates, so long as
prejudice or bigotry are not reasons for rejection." but pointed out
that "so long as a blackball procedure exists, members of fraternities do not in fact have full
right to choose their fellow members."

HERE IT COMES!
1968 OPEL

SEE IT SOON

GILCHRIST BUICK, INC.
6004 So. Tacoma Way

Artists and Lectures Introduce
Llords' 'International' Nov 18

GR 4-0645

)rds, visible above the stage,
mid her servants.
Greece, India, Thailand, The
Philippines, Hong Kong, Japan,
Korea, Sweden, Norway, Iran,
Singapore, Pakistan, and Afghanistan—all for the mature adult
audience.
Participation in the Braunschweiger Woche cbs Internationalen Puppenspiels is by coveted invitation only. The first and
only American so honored is
Daniel Llords whose performance of CONCERTTHEATRE
was acclaimed• as "the summit of
the marionette art which will remain unforgettable." His outstanding performance at the First
International Festival of Puppetry of Great Britain led to a "limitecl season" (twice extended) in
London's WestEnd—the Broadway of England! Another first:
the first American marionette
theatre as a full evening's entertainment in a celebrated concert
hall for adult audiences! Then,
the "Marceau of miniature men"
traveled to Yugoslavia. Greece
and "around-the-world" for the
first time. The climax of the recent second world tour (after being presented with Persian carpets following his performances in
Tehran) was being selected to
represent his native United 1
States at the renowned International Festival in Munich, Germany. Mr. Liords' marionettes
were the only American puppets
chosen for display at the Munich
Stadt Museum whic'h devoted two
whole floors to a comprehensive
display of world puppeetry.
An American ambassador praised Mr. Llords' work with "As a

host I am honored; as an American I am proud." Magazines dievoted their covers; feature articles were printed on various
aspects of the performances: art,
music, theatre, therapy and educataion. In the Far Ea.t, there
were flowers upon his arrival, at
intermission, at the end of every
concert and again at the airport
when he and the puppets flew
on. Special satin banners were
created in his honor in Hong
Kong; massive wreaths eight feet
tall welcomed him outside Korean concrt halls; nightly he was
weighted down with garlands.
Television, which cannot capture
on its small screen the wealth of
artistry, color and scope of this
spectacle for adults, nevertheless photographed LLORDS'
"INTERNATIONAL" in a dozen
different countries.
LLORDS' "INTERNATIONAL" is a joyous and colorful art,
a marionette ballet of spectacular
proportions for the "adult mind

HELLO.1
Hello, an independent student's
social organization on campus,
will hold an all-school dance and
hay ride tomorrow night from 8
to 12. The dance in the Great
Hall from 9 to 12 will feature the
Back Fence, a new and talented
rock group in Tacoma. and square
dancing ('ailed by Mr. Stretch
Carson. Half hour hay rides will
begin at 8 and run until 11: Hay
riders will be entertained enroute by poetry readings and guitar music.

an d the mature appreciation"
eit her in solo recital to especially
ed ited tape recordings or as soloist with live symphony orchestra.
In deed, here is almost another
rst": the re-awakened interest
live symphony and marionettes
combined concert has been
'clited to this "Segovia of the
ppet strings."
Certainly LLORDS' "INTERTIONAL" is not a "puppet
ow"; it is not a "marionette
ow." It is not a "show" at all
t a happy-making phenomenon
adults called CONCERT
-IEATRE.

I Around Campusl
Nov. 10
College Republican League of
Wash State Convention 6-10
p.m.
Campus Film "Born Free" 8
P.m.
Nov. 11
College Republican League 8
a.m. to 4 p.m.
Southern Oregon at UPS 1:30
p.m.
Children's Concert t) to -1 .Jos
1-Ia 11.
Campus Film 8 p.o
Nov. 14
Central Board 6 p.m.
Nov. 15
French Film 7 p.m. McIntyre.
Nov. 16
Chapel ''The Romi
I
don" 11 a.m.
\\t or l dl Atfairs ('oulo I -

I

i i t i,

Nov. 17
Mid Semester 1K Spur All
Scho 1 Dance

-
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"Beginning this fall, all fraternities at the University of
Puget Sound are required to eliminate the blackball proceDon't laugh! This was done at Franklin and
dure
Marshall College in Lancaster, Pennsylvania, and there's a
good possibility that it could become a reality here at UPS.
While the committee at Franklin and Marshall declared
that "so long as a blackball procedure exists, members of
fraternities do not in fact have full right to choose their
fellow members," they failed to realize the closeness required
in a fraternity.
.

.

U

Dean Ray Payne, our advisor

other spirit-oriented (-Ini).

I have contemplated and die-

Russ Wilkerson, mediator coach

cussed your papers views on this

Bob Ryan and all the members

year's Rally Squad, and have

of

come to the conclusion that the

tration explained some of our

which itwas presenfeci

critic's' viewpoints and as a group

The only solution I havo to the
problem which you seem to have
created is to let us run the Rally
Squad the way we feel is correct.
I ask you to c'onsider that we
do have an advisor and are mature enough to work with him
and continue the spirit which
this year far exceeds the last decade. I believe we have the support of most of the students on
this campus and I would like
to thank them at this time for
their hell).

To the Editor:

."

manner

in

was

we found them grossly unjusti-

unjustified. Dixon Rice's

fied.
I do hope that is is explained
that our budget was severely cut
and in doing this, we would not
he required to organize transportation to away games: yet we took
the incentive with Chips to reserve a train for the game at
Lewis and Clark, which you interested student leaders and representatives did not take advantage of. I will also point out
that last year's Yell King, John
Barline suggested to Central
Board that no transportation he
organized by any school group
because of the very poor red -el)tion. Last year only 10 students
took the reserved bus to Western. The money that was put
aside only for transportation by
Central Board, should he traansferred to our account or to some

of

statement concernink regular at-

*

*

*

*

Here it is November 10, and there is still no sign of a
Log Book. (The Log Book is a listing of all the students enrolled at UPS, with their extensions and their home addresses.) Wonder who's in charge of that project?

only one that is valid. I do believe that yoci. Dixon Rice, and

Clay Loges have all condemned
us without just reason.
Rally Squad has never led a
gross yell. The Choppers have
done the only so-called indecent
yells and acts at the games. Most
members of Choppers have assisted us

the Rally Squad. The adminis-

the criticism

and the severity

teiidance to Central Board is the

Each member of a fraternity should have the right to
say "I don't get along with this person at all. I don't feel
he will contribute anything to the House and I don't want
him as a brother." The reasoning behind this is simply that
it is sometimes easier to get along without some one, than
it is to get along with them. A fraternity is a brotherhood,
and dissension among just a very few can ruin the close relationship required in order to work well together. Does this
campus want a fraternity system, or simply a lot of clubs
living in "glorified dorms?"

L

in

many

ways

but never

have they been in any

way

the

controlling body of the yells.
During a meeting, the administration blessed our spirit leading. Representatives there included Dale Bailey. Doug McCarther,

Sincerely,
Kip Lange,
Rally Squad Member
00 0 -0 0 Ø

$0 IIIII:

Joe Peyton, ex-UPS do-all
machine, has c-aught 48 passes for
yards and 5 touchdowns and
two weeks ago led the Seattle
Rangers to a 27-0 win with
three TD catches. Last week he
caught 14 passes for 112 yards
and one touchdown to break
league records for a single game.

577
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Our Man Hoppe .

0

0

AT LARGE

DISTRIBUTED BY CHRONICLE FEATURES SYNDICATE
By Arthur Hoppe
Now kiddies, Daddy's had a
hard day at the office and
No, you can't have Daddy's onion.
Look, will you stop that caterwauling if Dadd y tells you just
one more story about Sir Ronald
of Holy rood?
All right. Let's see, what about
the time Sir Ronald fell under a
magic spell?
Well, then, as you remember,
Sir Ronald and his t'aithful squire.
Sancho Nofziger. had plunged
deep into The Tangled Thicket
questing for The Dread Unruh,
who lurked somewhere in its
thorn y depths. But the two had
become separated in the murky
gloom.
"Master, Master!" called Sancho as he trudged along. "Oh l
where are you, Master?"
Suddenly - CRASH! SMASH!
- out of the underbrush on his
white charger and waiving his
Swinging Sword rode Sir Ronald,
his eyes glazed, a smile frozen on
his handsome ups.
"I do not seek the Presidency!
I do not seek the Presidency!"
cried Sir Ronald and without
pause he cleared a hedge of issues
in one mighty leap and vanished
- CRASH! SMASH! - into the
thicket once again.
"Oh. I fear some evil genius has
cast a magic spell over my poor
Master," groaned Sancho. "If I
could but find who has done this
dastardly deed, I could set my
Master free."
So saying, Sancho faithfully
followed the trail Sir Ronald had
broken and at last he found him
in a clearing. For the noble knight
had run headlong into a sturdy
Opinion Poll and lay on his back,
stunned.
"I do not seek the Presidency,"
murmerd Sir Ronald as consciouness returned.

CIO

"Oh. Master," said Sancho
wringing his hands. "then what
are you running for?"
"For Decency, for Purity and
for Just Plain Goodness! For the
greater glory of our beloved GOP!
To slay the blood-sucking Welfare. To .....
As he spoke, Sir Ronald's eyes
glazed over once again and his
manner was that of a man possessed.
"Stop, Master! Stop!" cried
Sancho. "I now know the spellbinder who binds you in his
magic spell. And if you'll stop
talking. it will go away."
Sir Ronald restrained himself
with great effort and in a few
minutes his eyes cleared. "Thank
you, faithful Sancho." he said. "I
must remember not to listen when
I talk. I shall reward you when I
am in the Great White House by
making you a prince among men."
"Me, a prince?" said Sancho
happily. Then he scratched his
head. "But verily, you do seek
the PreBidency after all."
"What. Varlet, you would question my word?" snapped Sir Ronald, whacking his squire angrily
with the flat of his sword. "I do
not seek the Presidency!" Then
he smiled and winked. "Of
course," he said, "if I make
enough noise, it may well come
seeking me."
Sancho thought this over for a
moment. Slowly, his eyes glazed.
Slowl', a frozen smile appeared
on his lips. Suddenly, he charged
off into the undergrowth
CRASH! SMASH! crying from
the top of his lungs, "He dot's
not seek the Presidency! He does
not..
"In truth, I am a great wizard."
said Sir Ronald proudly as he
watched him go. "For even Sancho has come under my spell."

I COULD

Page Three

By Bob Solie

USNSA (United States National

have been appoita I

"Ladies and gentlemen of the

Student Association). There are

committees for the first time in

jury . . . we are innocent." So

various advantages to this pro-

history (I think). Some of these

said the members of Rally Squad

gram from the lowest cost student

committee meetings will be open

on Tuesday night as Central

health and life insurance to in-

to all students and the times 'antI

Board leveled a series of student

formation on how to strengthen

meeting places will he posted and

criticisms at the way Rally has

a student government to a point

printed on the back of the "Tat-

been performing at games. Since

that it could become the admin.

tler."

this is only the third meeting of

istration of the university. It in-

CB that Rally has sent a repres-

eludes as well a listing of founda-

entative, it was gratifying to see

tions which seem more than

whole group there in defense

generous with their money and

of their activities as questioned

are quite willing to give it to any-

Trail. Stu-

one who has a good use for it.

dent and faculty opinions had

I wonder why Doctor Thompson

arisen concerning the lac'k of or-

has ignored such a listing. Any-

ganization among the cheerlead-

way, back to the topic, pamphlets

ers and the lack of communica-

on USNSA have been sent for

tion with the spectator crowd.

and should be here soon for stu-

Other points of criticism were

de4t examinatiofl. There will he

the 'Puget Power" toilet and

more on this topic when the ma-

transportation to away games.

terial arrives and we can explain

the

in the last issue of the

Most problems, however, arose
at the Homecoming game—where
fault of Rally. In a formal and

told of the plight of the disc'rim-

somewhat malicious defense,

ination act against the Greeks.

Rally redeemed itself, if only by

It passed from the hands of the

being there to catch the built-up

committee to the Academic Sen-

static they had missed by not

ate last Monday where some dis-

attending the Central Board

('UssiOn was held and then it was

meetings. I hope Rally will heed

turned hack to the committee to

the criticisms of the students

await a thorough review of some

they represent and try to please

new information from the De-

more people than the Choppers

partment of Justice and other

and liberal-minded Chips and

government agencies. This re-

Splinters.

view will take at least two weeks

pus. This is the question of

olyn, Dixon, and myself - would
like to thank the Kappa Alpha
Thetas and the Sigma Alpha Epsilons for their hospitality and
interest when we visited them.
REMEMBER—Central Board
meets every Tuesday at 6 p.m.
in SC 213. Any student may attend and voice his Opinion on
any topic and also' learn how
student government functions at
1jp5

SELECT YOUR
TYPEWRITER
AT

A brief report from StudentFaculty Relations Committee

topic will soon hit the UPS cam-

The Delegates- at- Large - Car-

it in more detail.

the mistakes were not solely the

Another, but far more serious

H. D. Caker Co.
915 CENTER AT SOUTH J
BR 2-3226

Rent—$6 mo.—Buy

before the question is again considered.
Concerning the new and highly

whether or not to join the lib-

controversial 4-1-4 academic pro-

eral, "student power"—oriented

gram change, several students

COCA -COL*'ANO COKEHRE REGISTERED TRADE MARKS WHICH IDENTIFY ONLY THE PRoDuCT
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THE COCA.COLH COMPANY.

That group really giv
you the cold shouldE
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Wasn't life much simpler in the old days?

OLIVER TAXI
& AMBULANCE SERVICE, INC.

Ii Passenger Limosine For Charter

TACOMA AIRPORTER
RADIO DISPATCHED
112 So. 14th St.
Tacoma, Wash,

3-1555
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So fight ice with ice. Bribe them with a bottle of ice-cold
Coca-Cola. For Coke has the refreshing taste you never get
tired of. That's why things go better with Coke, after Coke,
after Coke.

_______
/

Bottled under the authority of the Coca-Cola Company by
Pacific Coca Cola Bottling Company. lacoma, Washington
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Science marches on

Baby Bubbles
Strikes Again

Prof. cures acne
with The Pill

In the face of "Baby Bubbles"
and Salvo tablets, which have
caused our present infamous
fountain to foam at the mouth,
DAILY PE**4SYLVIAN, Univ. of P.nnsylvaiiia, Philo., P.
the Administration is having a
bigger and better fountain installed in front of the new science
By PIlL ARKOW
complex. The fountain is designed so as to coordinate with archiA University dermatologist has found, after five years of
tecture of the complex so that
research, only one cure for acne.
it will "fit in" and not look outIt is The Pill,
Dr. Albert M. Kllgman administered oral contraceptives to of-place. Its cost has not been
prisoners, and later students, and found he could achieve a 100% estimated in itself, but is a part
cure rate. After two or three months, with 20 pills per month, of the total contract for the
both male and female patients lost all traces of acne.
science complex.
Of-course, all male patients began to lose their beards and sex
Originally, the space in front
Interest,
of the science complex was to he
Kllgman found that massive doses of estrogen inThe Pill stopped
used for a l)arking lot with a
the secretion of sebaceous oil, the substance which clogs pores and
small island in the center. Howcauses blackheads. Overdoses however, can cause castration in men.
ever,
this idea was criticized by
But the cure works wonders on women.
the faculty members. It would,
they said, cause disputes over
"PILL" NOT FOR MEN
parking space rights and stall
traffic on Union. Hence, the
"We had an ethical obligation to tell, the women what it was
parking lot was erased from the
we were giving them," he said. "We had to say, 'Look, we can
blueprints.
cure your acne, but we're going to have to give you contraceptives
Now the problem was to suitto do it." Apparently none of the girls coming to the acne clinic
ably fill the void left when the
at University Hospital objected. And the cure was so remarkable,
Kllgman said, you can tell how many women are using contracep- parking lot was omitted. The
faculty was in favor of a new
tives these days by looking at their faces.
But with men, the problem is more severe. Males have larger fountain, much larger than the
sebaceous glands, he said, and The Pill feminizes them. Only first. This idea was approved afsmall doses were administered at the clinic, he said, easing fears ter is was discovered that existfor the many male students who answered all those advertisements
ing funds would cover the cost.
in the DP last year for free acne treatment.
The plans for the new science
In another experiment, Kligman tried to produce acne expericomplex now include the Harry
mentally. "He gave male hormones to female patients. "Unfortunately,
Brown Family Quadrangle with
It didn't give them acne," he said, "but It did produce lustiness,
a large fountain in its center. The
The physician became an object of deep affection.
Quadrangle was named for the
"Male hormones were the closest things to aphrodlsiacs,"
he continued, "but they had a self -negeiting effect. The girls became family of a man, who, 25 years
ago set up the Roads and Paths
hairer and less attractive."
Fund which afforded the walkways we presently enjoy. Harry
"PRETTY DAMN EXCITED"
.11

The only alternative cure that seems to work on men are acid
derivatives of Vitamin A. "We're pretty damn excited about
that," he said.
Meanwhile, he is sympathetically looking for a new way to
cure acne, "a malevolent disease of adolescence. We simply
have to find some way to stop sebaceous secretion," he says.
"Every year thousands of kids are afflicted with these lousy
lesions."
But there is hope. Kligman is trying to throw back 2000
years of prejudice with a new approach. He doesn't think chocolate
causes pimples.
"I think almost every physician In this country Is punishing
these kids with acne; they're making them miserable because the
kids are getting on the doctor's nerves with the long, ineffective
treatments, creams, jellies, and other skin goop," he said.
"So the doctor says, 'Don't eat any chocolate, and wash your face,
and get outa here.' The physician Is really beating hell out of these
kids because he doesn't know what to do either."

He has just reöeived a $50,000 research grant from the chocolate manufacturers to study the idea. "There's absolutely no
laboratory evidence that chocolate causes skin blemishes," he
said.
And meanwhile what can the poor Penn student with the
carburicled face do? Well, if you're a girl, you can ask yourself
which is more important, Catholicism or complexion. Andif you're
a boy? Invest In Hershey Chocolates.

BUFF & HANS'
BARBER SHOP
SHOESHINE

4

MEN'S
HAIRPIECES

BARBERS
6th & Cedar

Brown setup this fund to thank handy soap dispenser. However,
UPS for giving all of his children Dr. Thompson knows that
their educations. Now UPS will young adults can overcome such
name the new quadrangle with obstacles in time. He said, "There
the new fountain in honor of Mr. comes a time when young people
Brown's family. should show their maturity and
There seems to he only one learn to enjoy true beauty withthing lacking in the plans for the out bubbles. After all, Baby Bubnew fountain, however, and Dr. bles are for babies."
Thompson extends his sincerest
apologies for this oversight. The
architect neglected to provide a

IRME
The longest word
in the language?

For Posters
Buttons 318 So.11th St.
Beads
Tacoma
Items
MA 7.8342
two doors op from old Son Morche

Skite Your Date at

CHOCOLATE NOT CULPRIT

RAZOR CUTS
HAIR STYLING

Dr. Gordon Alcorn, chairman of the UPS biology department
and curator of the museum of natural history here, examines two
of the 20 bird specimens received from New Zealand recently.
Penny Anderson, freshman from Lake Oswego, Ore., is particularly interested in the elongated beak of the kiwi, national symbol of New Zealand. The shipment of 20 "skins" is the first
received. Dr. Alcorn hopes the trade will eventually involve up
to 200 specimens. —Photo by Gary Emmons

5K 9-8586

Lakewood
Ice Arena
WED. - FRI. - SAT. - SUN
8:15— 10:15
Sat. - Sun.
2:30 - 4:30

By letter count, the longest
word may be pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcanoconiosis,

a rare lung disease. You won't
find it in Webster's New World
Dictionary, College Edition. But

you will find more useful information about words than in any
other desk dictionary.
Take the word time. In addition to its derivation and an
illustration showing U.S. time
zones, you'll find 48 clear definitions of the different meanings of time and 27 idiomatic
uses, such as time of one's life.
In sum, everything you want to
know about time.
This dictionary is approved
and used by more than 1000
colleges and universities. Isn't
it time you owned one? Only
$5.95 for 1760 pages;

$6.95

thumb-indexed.
At Your'Bookstore
THE WORLD PUBLISHING CO.
Cleveland and New York
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Wish Miles Was Miles Away

UPS Entertains Southern Oregon
For Shrine Benefit Game
Pass-happy Southern Oregon
College, led by perhaps the nation's outstanding thrower, Dan
Miles, will send its high geared
offense against the University of
Puget Sound tomorrow afternoon at 1:30 in Baker Stadium.
The game will feature UPS's
third annual Affi Shrine day,
with all gate proceeds going to
the Crippled Children's Hospital.
Miles, a senior, has passed for
practically every conceivable
Northwest passing r.ecord and can
be expected to keep the football in the air against the Log.
gers. Here are just a few of his
accomplishments:

—In four years he has completed
a 577 of 868 passes for a 66.5
completion percentage and 51
touchdowns.
—Against a fine Whitworth team
his sophomore year, he connected on 25 of 28 passes for a
national single game completion record of 89 percent.
—As a sophomore he led the nation in passing with 172 for 247
and 16 touchdowns.
—He completed 36 of 52 passes
against Chico State in 1965.
—He has kicked a career total of
75 extra points.
This year Miles has hit receivers 131 times for 1528 yards,

AA

I
I
Ot ALWAYS A L61JC
y7Pç
ENOUGHP.

10 touchdowns and has combined
with the Oregon Collegiate Conference's top rusher and score
Ron Williams, in leading the Re
Raiders to the Conference C
championship.
Southern's record, five wins Powder Puffers Philosophy keeps them going on the field or off.
and two losses, includes a season opening 61.6 shellacking of
UPS seemed to take the game
By Miki Fink
College of Idaho and last Saturmore seriously, and even get a
I knew when the fellas played
day's 31-20 victory of George Fox,
little vicious. As a result, there
football, it was a rough sport. The
where Miles threw for 318 yards
were numerous injuries to partiplayers have to wear so much
and three touchdowns.
cipants in powder-puff, among
padding for protection that I
After tomorrow's contest, the
which was a broken collarbone.
couldn't tell whether one was
Loggers will finish their schedAnyone for tennis?
built like a brick wall or a bean
ule with a home game against
Desipte the dangers and the
pole. Besides this, the men are
Central Washington a week from
mishaps, the women fought hard
taught how to fall to lessen the
Satu rd a V.
for victory. The independents
impact and help prevent injury.
seem to have fought the hardest
Even so, many players are hurt
and took first place. The scores
in the games. This is to be exfor the games were:
pected.
Games
However, I have always thought
Place
W L T Team
of powder-puff football as being
3 0 3 Independents
1st
tions' hands from grabbing that
3 1 2 Kappa Alpha Theta 2nd
the ball-carrier doesn't have to
Tie for
2 4 0 Chi Omega
be tackled; someone simply has
2 4 0 Delta Delta Delta 3rd
to remove the strip of rag from
4th
1 4 1 Gamma Phi Beta
her pocket in order to stop her.
5th
1 5 0 Pi Beta Phi
B1ockin, then, should merely
6th
0 6 0 Alpha Phi
consist of preventing the opposiI wish the Alpha Phi's better
tion's hands from grabbing that
luck in volleyball.
rag.
Ti.
£L..
.......L
IL..
10 111th P01111 L11t
gaiiie
up L...
sounds fairly easy. Injuries to
DIAMONDS - JEWELRY
players should be practically nill
Tacoma's Only Certified
save for a few slips on the grass.
Master Watchmaker
However, the women here at

All Quiet On The Western Front
Loggers Shut Out Vikings 20-0
Then, a minute and a half laAfter Clint Scott's extra point
made the score 7-0 Loggers, the ter, Honore grabbed another

Caravelle
Accutron
Bulova
Elgin
Hamilton
Vantage

How's That
Grab You?

Botley—ready to fire—tomorrow's game will match two of the smallest and most elusive
quarterbacks around.

The University of Puget Sound
scored with a 78-yard pass on the
first play from scrimmage and
then added two fourth.quarter
insurance touchdowns to shut out
Western Washington 20-0, last
Saturday at Bellingham.
Following Jerome Crawford's
seven-yard kickoff return, quarterback Bob Botley faked a line
plunge, rolled to his right, fired
a pass to end Dan Thurston and
then watched the 180-pound sophomore scamper 45 yards to paydirt.

• to Play Football

Girls Are Built

The Sigma Chi's finaly won
their protest over their loss to the
Beta's 19-14. Just think - about
50 per cent of the teams that play
lose each week. What a mess it
would be if all of them protested.

SCHAEFFER'S
JEWELERS
3112 No. 26th 5K. 9-4242

game turned into a hard hitting Brewin aerial on the Western 28,
defensive battle. In the first half from where Botley threw seven
the Loggers held Western to no yards to end Joe Roundy on the
gain rushing, and even that meag- first play and then slithered the
er total was six more yards than final 22 yards on a bootleg run
the impotent UPS offensive could to end the scoring.
The Viking defense played well
muster.
In fact, if it wasn't for inter- enough to hold UPS's leading
ceptions by defensive ends John rusher Al Roberts, to six yards
Calahan and Brian Honore, the in ten carries and force Scott
game probably would have ended to punt a school-record-equalling
7-0. 13 times.

YOUR COLLEGE
BOOKSTORE
PRESENTS
A

FALL
BOOKSALE

:

For All Your Needs
The Closest
Drug Store
to the College

Free

Delivery

CHAPMAN'S
DRUG
3123 North 26th

SK 2-6667

-'

Accutron Sales and Service

COLLEGE men & women

,.

Savings of 50%

JOBS ARE WAITING for young men and women with business
skills and college training! Our specialized courses in accounting,
business administration and secretarial skills can qualify you
for a position where you can make the most of your college
education and where advancement opportunities are unlimited.
You can quickly gain a foothold in the career of your choice finance, industry, civil service, publishjng, or television. Free
placement. Send for your free booklet, "How to Add Earning
Power to Your College Training."

KNAPP COLLEGE

TRAVEL
ART
SCIENCE
POETRY

HISTORY
HUMOR
FICTION
PHILOSOPHY

-

13

70%

BIOGRAPHY
DRAMA
RELIGION
REFERENCE

ueiii

TACOMA
WASH.

Telephone MA 7-2181 - Tenth & Pacific Ave.

Beginning Mon, Nov

I!IULI
-

iinrnnnnnn
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Hugh Larkin, Sports Editor

During half-time of the Western game, it was announced
that UPS had netted a minus six yards rushing so far; the
homecoming crowd let out a big laugh. In the dressing room,
Coach Ryan was aware of this, but instead of pressuring his
team into performing better, he calmly set up a goal for the
Loggers - the next half they would gain a plus six yards
(twice as much as the first half) and keep the Vikings
scoreless. That was all it took and the Logger defense did
their part but the offense gained 108 yards - eighteen times
better than the coach wanted and twenty-seven more than
the Viking Evergreen Conference-leading average. Luckily
for Western, that laugh couldn't travel through walls, or
the outcome might have been proportionally different.
*
*
*
*
I'll bet Logger coaches hope that George Fox College
hasn't improved, because Southern Oregon shattered them
64-0 the first time and only last week could manage a 31-20
victory. Another way of contrasting: Southern Oregon trounced College of Idaho 61-6, and PLU defeated Idaho 27-7.
UPS bombed PLU 37-0, so Southern Oregon has a 35 point
advantage on PLU, and UPS has a two point advantage on
them. Whatever this type of comparison means as far as tomorrow is concerned, is what happens when you combine an
elephant with a rhinoceros: elephino.
*
*
*
*
Joe Peyton, ex-UPS do-all machine, has caught 48
passes for 577 yards and 5 touchdowns and two weeks ago
led the Seattle Rangers to a 27-0 win with three TD catches.
Last week he caught 14 passes for 112 yards and one touchdown to break league records for a single game.
*
*
*
*
If you ever want to see some one get the bad end of
publicity watch the papers and see how they treat Bert
Clark, WSU coach. If anyone has a spare can of Ban, it
wouldn't be a bad idea to send it to him. Spokane is going
to get plenty hot in the next month, even when the snow
starts falling.
*
*
*
*
• This week Chuck Bolland will be right and UW will
knock off once-tied UCLA. If Owens cuts of a few of his
TV appearances . . . Sometimes you can't tell if you're watching Hubert Humphrey or Owens. He must use a golf cart out
on the field.
*
*
*
*
Last week, it was said that Purdue would play in the
Rose Bowl. Big Ten ruLes say that a team cannot play two
years in a row, so Purdue, who took Michigan State's place
last year and beat Southern California 14-13, will have to
give it up, maybe to Michigan State.
*
*
*
*
Did you know that Jim Thorpe could punt a football
90 yards and once made a 75 yard field goal? Who says
football players of today are better than ever?
*
*
*
*
The Sigma Chi's finally won their protest over their
loss to the Beta's 19-14. Just think - about 50% of the
teams that play lose each week. What a mess it would be
if all of them protested.

Ijt Proctorlouqe Rotaurant
DINE IN A FRIENDLY HOME-LIKE ATMOSPHERE
CLOSE TO UPS
SELECT FROM A COMPLETE MENU AT REASONABLE PRICES
2514 North Proctor

SK

9-8665

Mike Sienkiewich, offensive tac kie, standout senior has been good at this for
Crunch !
the last four years.

UPS
PERSONAL
FOOTBALL
STATS

Loggers Sixth in Nation

TOTAL OFFENSE
plays rush pass total avg.
.... 144
101 509 610 76.3
.... 111
492
0 492 61.5
RUSHING
tcb
yg
yl
net avg.
A. Roberts ..... 111
519
27
492
4.4
Scott McKnlght
37
14(l
4
3.7
Don Pulisevich
39
121
0
121
3.1
Botley
........
54
176
75
101
1.9
Pat Larkin
23
67
2
65
2.8
Mike Price
18
70
20
50 2.8
Jerome Crawford 22
54
9
45
2.0
Corky Diseth •.. ii
36
1
37
2.6
Bob Cason
6
39
5
34 5.7
Roy Bogranc!
7
fl
1
21
3.0
Randy Roberts
24
62
55
7
0.3
Bob Botley
Al Roberts

-

.
.

i

.

-

.
.

PASSING

pill pc p1 yds. pct. t
Botlny ....... 90 36
6 509 .400
R. Roberts .... 37 19
0 239 .514 2
Price .......... 23
9
3
77 .391 0
Cason ........
8
5
1
69 .625 0
RECEIVING
No. yds. avg. Id
Dan Thurston .......... 25
378
15.1
3
A. Roberts ............ 12
187
15.e
2
Crawford .............. 7
,.6
39
()
P. Larkin ............. 5
65
0
120
WayneMohn .......... 5
4
57
0
JoeRoundy ........... 4
s.7
39
0
Lou. Smith
2
19
97t
0
PUNTING
No. yds. s
Corky Diseth .............. 3
141
47,9
Clint Scott
64 2219
34,7
PUNT RETURNS
No, yds. avg. td,
Crewford
..
24
459
191
4
KICKOFF RETURNS
No. yds. avg. 86
P. Lsrkln .............. 7
211
30.1
1
Crawford
7
113
16.1
0
SCORING
td pat
its
fg
A. Roberts .............. 6
0-0
0-0
36
Scott .................... 0 16-21 6-17 34
Crawford ...............
Thurs}on ................ 3
0-0
0-0
10
Botley .................. 2
0-0
0-0 12
P. Larkin ............... 2
0-0
0.0
12
Cason ................... 1
0-0
0-0
6
Pulisevlcft .............. 1
0-0
0-0
6
TEAM OFFENSE
plays rush pass total avg.
Puget Sound .. 519 1115 894 2009 251.1
Opponents ..... 568 1119 878 1997 249.6
TEAM RUSHING
tcb
yg
yl
net
avg.
Puget Sound .. 363 1322
507 1115 139.4
Opponents
387 1388
269 1119 139.9
TEAM PASSING
pa PC
p1 yds. avg. Id
Pugef Sound
156 69 10 894 111.8 5
Opponents
181 79 16 878 109.8 8
SCORE BY QUARTERS
°uget Sound
54 26 37 43-160
)pponents
...........
0 51
7 39— 97

.

'

According to the latest Associated Press collegiate standings, the University of Puget Sound ranks sixth in scoring
of all MAJOR NCAA colleges with 160 points scored. Southern California ranks fifth with one point more than the Loggers. Their four and four record places them twenty-first of
thirty-one major independents. With a 6-4 finishing season,
the Loggers could end up in as high as the top twelve teams.
In its first year as an independent, the nation has recognized
Puget Sound as a top university capable of competing with
the best. Not bad for a school which last year played in the
latent Evergreen Conference.
Major Independents
W L T PF PA
62
Virginia Tech .......... 7 1 0 15*
63
Army .................. 710126
93
Xavier, Ohio ........... 6 1 1 106
West Texas ............. 6 2 0 112 178
78
Dayton ................. 5 1 1 151
76
Houston ................. 5 2 0 197
Penn Stat .............. 5 2 0 192 113
65
Miami, Fla. ............ 5 2 0 145
............ S 2 0 138 79
Notra Dam
86
Syracuse ............... 5 2 0 lOS
Florida Stats ........... 5 2 1 174 139
..... 5 2 1 102 138
New Mexico Stat
Buffalo ................. 5 3 0 185 132
Southern Mississippi - . - 5 3 0 143 107
Texas-El Paso .......... 4 1 1 259 109
Holy Cross ............. 4 2 0 122 103
85
Utah State .............. 4 2 1 105
NayV ................... 4 3 0 135 169
99
Georgia Tech ........... 4 3 0 105
Portland State .......... 4 3 0 159 135
97
Puqet Sound ............ 4 4 0 160
91
88
Rutgers ................. 3 3 0
Tulane
................
Villanova ...............
Boston College
Colorado Slate
Air Force
University of Pacific
Pittsburgh ..............
Colgate
Sag_.Jose

..........
..........
...............

3
3
2
2
2
2
1

4
5

0
0

113
118

133
160

Your Car Still In
Summer Dress?
Cold Weather Warnings
for This Area Spell
Trouble and Expense
—Winterize Now!
Dress your car for winter. You can't wear a
sunsuit in November.
Your car, too, must be
properly clad. Reliable
service insures comfortable, trouble-free drivnp in all weather.
Have your car "MOBILIZED"
Tune-up includes checks
of Plugs and Wiring,
Points, Condenser,
Battery, Anti-Freeze,
Radiator Hoses, Timing
and Carburetor

4 0 156 140
4 1 112 111
4 2 66 126
5 0 130 130
55 194
6 0
................. 1 6 0 55 140
............... 0 5 0 65 146

ED'S MOBIL SERVICE

It's no trick
to be
St. Nick

,

.

.-.

OR

YELLOW CAB
AMBULANCE
& ALSO
Heart - Lung Resuscitator
Service
MA 7- 1121

Raise Christmas Cash
With a Family Want Ad!
Rummage through your remnants - . - now is a good time
to sell those things with a
want ad.
Someone will pay good cash
for them. . . . and you'll have
the cash you need for the
holidays
Call today and place your adl
Ask for Classified Advertising
Dept.
SK 9-3521
EXT 763

No. 26th & Alder
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Free Pick-Up and
Delivery at Dorms

BUDIL'S
FLOWERS

Watch andJewetry Repair
GUARANTEED

"Especially for
YOU!"
6th Ave.
at Oakes
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GEORGE'S

COMPETITIVE
PRICES

Barber Shop
all

Tel.
FU 3 4739
-

BR 2 3063
-

MODERN
CLEANERS
2309-6th Avenue
MA 7-1117

Howell's

6th Ave. & Washington

Sporting Goods, Inc.
"The Finest in Athletic
Equipment"

922 Commerce

"Personalized Haircuts"

FU 3-2653

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK

HUNGRY?
THIRSTY?
LONESOME?

"DOWN AT
THE HEELS?"
See

PROCTOR

Try
PAT'S

SHOE REPAIR

North 21st and Oakes

3817 1/2 North 26th

Come and See Us

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

STAMP IT!
IT'S THE RAGE

1

Fa rley's

REGULAR

MODEL

Flowers

$
45 LINE TEXT
ANY

The finest INDESTRUCTIBLE METAL
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. '/2 x 2".
Send check or money order. Be
sure to include your Zip Code. No
postage or handling charges. Add
sales tax.
Prompt shipment. Satisfaction Guaranteed
THE MOPP Co.
P. 0. Box 18623 Lenox Square Station
ATLANTA, GA., 30326

"a good place to buy"

1620-6th Ave.
MA 7-7161

1

\SA ~

SANTA
STRIKES
AGAIN!

xf(i
~

p... 6,,.

N..,, ph. . 4, I....
di.6.t... Oi.6.t.s

6.

SIGNS OF DIABETES

PLAN Now to Have a FUNderful Time
During the Coming Holidays. Bring the
Family and Visiting Guest to

1.

,

I..sp..p.dytt..t.d.Y.t.q...k.

.

...tpi. •..t .,,,.,..Ith. p ,. , .., .

2. Lu, .1 .,ghi

.4 H,. di,.,.. 16.,. 4.0 kit..,.
4.... .,.d.....d.....1.61. 4. p...
it
..ti,,,,thd 46.4 ,,,.

TOWER LANES

4. 1,,.;, I,,g.,,.,dt,,,

i,.'y ?Oi,,disb.ti,.

5. SF.

•sd, lb. di..... .i,,,...,tg. i.t

.4

For an evening of fun and health recreation. Open bowling, automatic lanes,
plus congenial surroundings which in.
dude an attractive lounge, convenient
snack bar and ample parking.

h.lp y. .id this 46,.,, ...k
4,, y.. 4,.. 64 t,d.y.

GET YOUR FREE
DIABETIC
DETECTION KIT

Dean Drug Co.
6th and Oakes

.

FU 3-2525

GIFTS for the

BOWLER
and for the Bowler Santa Suggests

Dan "Bambi" Thurston, a 6 , 1", 185 pound sophomore from Puyallup, caught the spotlight this week as an outstanding Logger. After taking a Botley pass on the 45 yard line,
Dan outran his adversaries and put the Loggers finally on the scoreboard. Eighteen seconds
had gone by in the game. In all, he dove, snatched, leaped, reached and stole fives passes for
117 yards against Western. This raised his season total to 25 for 378 yards and three touchdowns.

BOWLING BALLS
BOWLING BAGS
BOWLING SHOES
BOWLING ACCESSORIES
PLUS
BILLIARD CUES & CASE

. .

6323 6th Avenue
-

or call Sl( 9-3583
HOURS 9 A M.

-

1 A M.

TRAIL
Winter Brings
"White" Snow

Publications
JOHNSON

-

Want Ads Bring

COX CO.

Compositors Printers Lithographers
726 Pacific Ave 11 BR 2-2238

"Green" Cash

I
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LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

INTERESTED
INAN
OVERSEAS
CAREER?

MR. BARTON L. HARTZELL
will be on the campus

NOVEMBER 16, 1967
to discuss the training offered at
A.I.F.T. (an intensive nine months
program of post graduate study) and
the job opportunities open to
graduates in the field of

217 i'OU REAP TFIAT SILL'( AV I RUT IN TH
sTtNT NWRARER. FOR- A ROOAAT? //

INTERNATIONAL TRADE and
GOVERNMENT SERVICE.

ILLAL LJGE OF T1* HANP"

ODD

Interviews may be scheduled at

THE PLACEMENT OFFICE
The American Institute
For Foreign Trade

7
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Thunderbird Campus
PHOENIX, ARIZONA
An Affiliate Of
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The American Management Association
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WONDERFUL
OLD-STYLE
GERMAN FOOD

$IT

C

The Bavarian
204 North K at Division
MA 7-5010
Visit Our

RATHSKELLER

P

German Beverages Served
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x The world is
-

not /3!at,but

Behold my
magniicent
new theory,
Gort!.,.
NONE OF THIS BUSINESS OF
WAVING AS YOU GO BY! WE HAVE
A SHOPPING CART RESERVED FOR YOU
MAY WE EXPECT YOU SOON?
• . . OH, AND INCIDENTLY, THE WHEELS
OF NONE OF OUR CARTS SQUEAK
WE OIL YOURS EVERY MORNING!

spher/cal.
-

It is but an

inPinitesirnal

speck in a vast,
curved universe,

z-This universe
isdosmnatedby
a Spiritual lorce,
who has chosen
Man to make

Truth maiiPest to

all this uni verse,

• .

La Pore's

RITE
21st & Alder

His

01

5o!Ahighlycon4ex
theory stated in
the simplest of
teams! Even you
cannot be more
succinct!

Let
me

try...

-

..The world is a
,II-on applicator
In a celestial
botle oP

spiritual
deodorant.
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Radio Soon?
By Richard Morgan

KUPS may well be the call
letters of channel 880, the frequency of our future campus radio. After more than two years
of continuous effort by Rocky
Smith, Dave Nieser, Bob Solie,
and other volunteers, the goahead has finally been given.
The station will become fully
operational next fall, but several
test programs will be played near
the end of the second semester
to get student reaction. The station is planning a wide ranged,
interesting, and stimulating type
of programming.
Rocky said. "academically, recreationally, and informatively
this station would serve to bring
students closer together and create a stronger common bond.
Better publicity or activities
would stimulate more interest and
attendance. In the closely related
field of sports, this radio could
link students closer by providing
complete coverage of all events
away from the school and proper
advertising of those at school.
Live coverage of distant games
would be simple and relatively
inexpensive. In order to encourage attendance, home games
would not be carried live, but
rather would he given a frequent
running score for those who were
interested but unable to attend."
The maximum amount of advertising per hour will be six minutes, but would probably average three minutes. The station
would uphold all traditions at
UPS such as Homeconing,
Christmas Around Campus, and
Logger Day. The station would
carry all public service advertising free, including especially
those pertaining to non-profit
groups on campus.
The station will broadcast daily
from 4 until 11 p.m., although
(Continued on Page 11)

Sub — Committee
Investigates
(Continued from Page 1)

that Sigma Chi's National organization change its voting procedures. This was not done. The
recommendations now being
formulated call for a waiver such
as was given to the Sigma Chi
chapter at OSU. That would
give the house local autonomy
in selecting membership. The
waiver must be signed by December 18, 1967. If a waiver is
not signed, the Student Faculty
Relations Committee is recommending that Sigma Chi's charter be suspended and that the
fraternity become a local fraternity. It must he able to show that
it does not support discrimination by voting procedures or
any other means, that it has local
autonomy, and these things must
be stated explicitely in its charter. But the chapter may affiliate with another national organization which does not discriminate.
That was Recommendation No.
1 concerning Sigma Chi only.
The second recommendation concerns all the Greek living groups
on this campus. They will be
required to meet the same requirements as Sigma Chi, and
their national officers must sign
the same statement. If this is
not done by September 1, 1968,
those not complying will lose
their charters.
The Administration has yet to
make a decision on these suggestions, but will probably do so in
the near future.

The First Rehearsal
The first rehearsal of the augmented chorus presenting Handel's "Messiah" is scheduled at
2 p.m. sharp in Jacobsen Recital Hall in the Music Building on the campus of the University of Puget Sound.
Dr. Bruce Rodgers, the director of the performance, has invited all singers who are famil-
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iar with the Christmas version of tion of "Messiah."
"Messiah" to join in the augThe rehearsal will run from 2
mented chorus. The core of the p.m. to 4 p.m. The second rechorus is the University Choral hearsal will be on Sunday, Nov.
Society, the Adelphian Concert 19, same time, same place.
Choir and several choirs which
The performance is scheduled
have been working especially on for Sunday, Dec. 3 at 4 1a.m.
this work; it is expected that the in the UPS Fieldhouse.
chorus this year will number 350
The final rehearsal with full
voices.
chorus, orchestra and soloists will
Singers are asked to bring their be held on Tuesday, Nov. 28 at
own copies of the Schirmer cdi- 7 p.m. in the UPS Fielcihouse.

For Lasting

LAYAWAY
SEASON

Quality In
Diamoiids
*

•

JV(Itell(s
Je,re!ry
ilver
SHOP MIEROW'S

Tacoma's Pioneer Jeweler

Mierrow's

900 BROADWAY

The

HINTING SEASON is HERE!
Holy makerel! Here It is November and Thanksgiving is almost here
and Thanksgiving always seems to set the mood for the most
festive season of the year.
From now on, though the days grow colder and shorter, hearts grow
warmer and spirits more expansive. Holiday excitement builds to a
crescendo, and suddenly it's Christmas!
Though it may take Thanksgiving to start you thinking about Christmas,
our gifted staff of sprightly gnomes was working for you even while
you were on your summer vacation.
Now they are ready with the most dazzling array of Yule gifts ever
assembled at Proctor Pharmacy & Earl Acker Gifts and that's saying a
lotl
So, for you lovers of the finer things in life, who are looking for the
gift unusual, exotic, clever, rare, or just plain beautiful and simple and
lovely, it's hinting season at Proctor Pharmacy & Earl Acker Gifts.

PROCTOR PHARMACY & EARl. ACKER FINE GIFTS
"THE MOST COMPLETE DRUG AND GIFT STORE
UNDER THE SUN."

3818 NORTH 26TH

Are Country Se

da

itnd2

WAHLGREN'S
Fine Florists
WE DELIVER
205 No. Yakima

MA 7-0127

Girls-Easily Earn $200 By Christmas
Through Spare-Time Sewing
at Home Even Without a
Sewing Machine
Easy-to-sew products (both with and without a sewing machine) can earn you extra money just in time for Christmas
(and in the following months, tool). You can accomplish this
in a few hours a week, even while you're baby-sitting. There
is no personal selling needed. Our booklet gives you all the
easy steps to follow so that you can have fun sewing those
items which you already know, plus new ideas which you can
learn, while every stitch earns you more money. Our extra
Directory of "Where To Send For Sewing Bargains" will be
included FREE, (fabrics, threads, yarns, buttons, ribbons, remnants, and even sewing machines at low, low prices!) if your
order is received within a week. Rush two dollars today,
(only $2.00) for your copy of "GIRLS SEW AND EARN," to
Amethyst Enterprises, 5 Jamaica Avenue, Greenlawn, New
York, 11740. Your money will be refunded if you are not
completely satisfied - and you may keep the Directory with
our compliments!

flur

GCn Ech, rfl,i .1 in pn:e-Lryht c rr nnr,orr of rrirrrond preen, orange peel and crystal blue.
Jacket. 530., Panl- knt.3.15.,Sizes 3 to 15. Coor5nat,'J rbbed rnel oneafer, $1 t.,Si:'.f,' C) ,10
Car fry Tradrironalo ''Spinning Wheel'' costume pewelry pin,wrde CournCy 'C t Inc., [Sept. C, I Inn? Bnn,drn,,y, N.Y.

Country Set clothes are sold at the nicest stores in town.
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UPS Symphony
'Transparent'
By Francis M. Sibley

By CHIP TOLBERT
ESQUIRE'S FASHION EDITOR

BY NOW, YOU'VE FOUND OUT "where it's at"—all of it—including where to go to fill in gaps you may have discovered in the wardrobe you brought along when you matriculated. Well, we're here to
fill in further details on what to look for in your nearby campus
fashions shop, to wit:
SUPER SHETLANDS FOR CAMPUS SHOWMEN

are the strictly
'Sixties sweaters for the contemporary college man. Shetland
sweaters, a campus classic from your grandfathers' time, have
been updated both in fiber and in fashion. Pure shetland wools are
being blended with man-made fibers, to fit more easily into today's
frenetic schedules. The equally traditional crew and short-V necks
have been jeined by turtlenecks, shawl collars and deep-V's to add
more variety to your sweater collection. Look for them in soft,
heather blends—always the backbone of shetland colors—and in
darker, more vibrant shades, some of them patterned.

BELT IT BIG for Fall & Winter! Your favorite
short outercoat has acquired a new additiona self-fabric belt, minimum 2" wide. Some of
the new campus coats are adaptations of the
trench coat, complete with gun-flaps and epaulets and brass or leather-covered buttons to
match the belt-buckle. Corduroy, fleece and
sturdy melton cloth are among the choices available, with or without pile fabric collars and/or
linings. Look for them in the brown-to-tan
range, in rich, vibrant olives, or in navy blue.

/

FOR CASUAL OCCASIONS—on or off-campus
—there's a new idea: the "Country Suit." It's
classic in cut, but more informal in fabric—the
kind of suit worn on long weekends by the British Establishment, in bold, colorful tweed
checks and plaids. These tweeds are a bit heav/ier, strong and rugged enough to withstand
extra wear—a good thing when you consider
! that the jackets may be worn separately as a
sport coat! You can find them with or without
vests and—if you're feeling somewhat more adventurous—in slightly shaped models with side
vents.

1
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YOUR UNIFORM UNIFORM FOR CAMPUS WEAR—the raincoat
—is shorter and a little less uniform this year. This staple item
goes to classes, mixers, hamburger joints—sometimes we wonder
if you sleep in your raincoats (and wouldn't be a bit surprised if
you did!). The new models are found, much as usual, in waterrepellent poplins—in navy, along with your favorite natural tan
and bone colors. Many of them sport a practical zip-in pile fabric
or wool lining, while others are reversible (like plaid wool to Poplin). The double-breasted idea is gaining here as well as in other
campus wear, but single-breasted fly-front and button-through
models are still very much in evidence. Pockets offer another area
of choice, between the regulation slant and flapped pockets ornewer—the bellows pocket.
STRICTLY FOR LAUGHS? DEFINITELY
NOT! The latest idea' in campus fashion
is the Kilt. That's singular—only it couple
of them can be called Kilts with an
and they're becoming something of a
status symbol for casual or study-time
wear. Why? Because the Kilt is enormously comfortable, for one thing, and
iffer great freedom of movement. Available in authentic tartans. the Kilt is readlv coordinated with it rugged sweater or
it shirt, cat and tie, but ala Ca with overthe-calf sucks

N
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There are in The United States
of America a few symphony orchestras which pay their members
adequate salaries, thereby making
it possible for these musicians to
be professional, in the sense that
they make their living by playing
music and solely by playing music.
As a result of giving their
musicians time to practice and rehearse and listen and refine and
develop, these few orchestras are
all competent; some of them are
good; and three of them are excellent. Membership in these
orchestras is one of the most intensively competitive professional
aspirations outside politics, and
the criteria are skill and musicianship rather than chicanery or subterfuge. The probability of a
young musician eventually getting a job as a trombonist with
the Chicago Symphony Orchestra
is almost infinitely lower than
that of a young athlete eventually
getting a job as a tackle with the
Chicago Bears.
But there are many symphony
orchestras besides the few really
professional ones. Nearly every
community in the nation with a
population of 50.000 or more has
its own orchestra. Most of them
are not able to pay their musicians
any money at all, unless gate
receipts and donations make possible nominal fees which serve
merely as gestures of appreciation.
Yet it is the amateur, community orchestra which prevails and
proliferates and which provides
most Americans with their only
contact with live orchestral music.
People who live in Merced, California, Mobile, Alabama, and the
Bronx (to name some representative cases) can hear their own
community orchestras presenting,
sometimes in recognizable form,
works by major composers.
It is instructive to examine what
is involved in implementing an
orchestral performaice. First of
all, the composer has written notations on paper such that an agregate of human organisms can
hopefully present an approximation of the sounds, structured in
time, which he had in mind. At
best, an orchestra can present
the composition in a translucent
style; that is, the pi'rformance is
so well done that it calls attention to itself, but favorably, at the
same time allowing the audience
to hear the composition. Only the

UPS Happ enings
Alpha Phi: On Friday. November 3 the Alpha Phis had an open
coffee hour in their chapter room.
Judy Miller announced her
pinning to Bill Harrison, a TEK
at Arkansas State and now stationed at McChord AFB.
On Monday, November 6, Dean
Bock will be speaking to the Al-

Around
Tacoma
ART
Thru Nov. 22
The sculpture of George Roskos will he presented at the
University Gallery in Pacific
Lutheran University's Mortvedt
Library. He is noted for his
work in welded steel.

pha Phis at dinner about the new
4-1-4 curriculum.
Chi Omega: Chi Omega has taken
two new pledges during informal
rush — Gretchen McFadden and
Patty Raught. These girls have
joined with the other pledges in
planning the pledge dance to be
held November 10 with Beta Theta Pi.
Gird Bartrum announced her
pinning to Andy Boughal, a Theta
Chi, and later had to rescue him
from a tree where he was tied.

Male Help Wanted
iioakngtha

150

Stor&,

MUSIC
Nov. 12
The University Symphony
Orchestra of PLU will present
its first concert in Eastvold
Auditorium at 4 p.m.

THEATER
Nov. 10
"Romeo and Juliet," 8:15 p.m.
at PLU's Eastvold Auditorium.
"Barefoot in the Park," 8:30
p.m. at Lakewood Players Theater.
Nov. 11
"Romeo and Juliet," 8:15 p.m.
PLUs Eastvold Auditorium.
"Barefoot in the Park," 8:30
p.m. at Lakewood Players
Theater.

gift w,'pped FREE.
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Where Fashion is always First
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RIALTO BARBER
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Joe Narducci, R.
I
and Associates

Hair Styling - Razoi
BR 2-9232
313 South Ninth Street, Tacoma

"ALWAYS FIRST IN
MEN'S AND WOMEN'S
CAMPUS FASHIONS"

(Continued on Page 12)

THE CAPE CAPER.

Another item that's
ii top ciitril,ut,r to campus comfort is
the rape. What could be better in an ic y
stadim than a hooded cape made of
shaggy- mountaineer's fabric, with big
ndii st cia I zippers at front and pocket
cloeurei ! A second idea is the gabardine
roat, cmii ble-1,reisted, vi th it perminentl v
attached overcape. Its high-fastening collar and ziji-iiut lining make it it practical
addition to any vardriil,e—and it cinch
for swishl,ii,l<lers

NEXT MONTH MARKS
vi th Thor iii g bowls and
"ii a hat I , sir srh,'rc

the start of the Christmas holiday season,
feat iv (ties on the agenda. We'll be telling
so ace viii thu

GUNDERSON
Original Jewelry
D AMO N DS
GIFTS
SILVER
764 Broadway BR 2-4295
Free Parking

Check on our Student Account

Foreman & Clark
VILLA PLAZA

424 TACOMA MALL

JU 8-5219

GR 2-3367
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New Constitution And
By-Laws To Be Adopted
More than 200 college student
delegates from Republican clubs
throughout the state will gather
at the University of Puget Sound
Friday and Saturday to adopt
a constitution and by-laws and
elect officers.
Governor Dan Evans will he
the keynote speaker Saturday for
the organizational meeting of the
College Republican League of
Washington.
Colleges, universities and twoyear colleges (community ('01leges) will be represented at the
Tacoma meeting, which begins
Friday night with workshops and
committee meetings, according
to Gary Eddy, planning director
for the convention.
"This is the largest gathering
of college Republicans in the
history of the state," Eddy said.
"We now have the opportunity to
form an organization to meet the
specific problems of campus clubs.
"College Young Republican
clubs in Washington have not had
an organizataion to satisfy their
needs. The standing College Service Committee of the state
Young Republican Federation
has ceased to be effective in supplying adequate service to campus clubS."
Delegates are expected from 28
organizations. Eddy said.
Gov. Evans will speak at 9 am.
Saturday and Dr. R. Franklin
Thompson, UPS president, will
be the Saturday luncheon speaker.

Ecumenism
Comes to UPS
Chapel Nov. 16

Page Eleven

Radio Soon?
( oat in tied I'ro in

Page 9)

Taped programs such as Beth Fe

a definite schedule has not been

terson's concert will be played.

establ is lied.

IN YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD

KUPS would probably elimin-

remains operational an activity
credit would be given to those
operate it, which will include a
business manager, chief engineer, and program director and
announcers.
In order to lessen competition
with other major radio stations,
KUPS would take periodic polls
on students choice of music.

A motion nitiir
fresh and
today's ti
teens!

Complete
Cleaning

ate the "Tattler" by giving ac-

If the station is popular and

curate daily reports of UPS activities.

and
Laundry

The proposal for a radio station is not a new innovation.
Such stations are very common
on ('ampuses these days. Alexander Pope once said. "Be not
the first by whom the new are
tried, nor the last to lay aside."
And as Dr. Thompson said,
"It's worth a try!"

Services
including
Coin-Operated
Department

NEW ERA CLEANERS
SK 9-3501

2621 North Proctor

s

FREE PICKUP & DELIVERY SERVICE

CLASSIFIED
Rates: Students, Faculty & Clubs - 3 lines 50c
Commercial - 3 lines $1.00

COLUMBIA PICTURES Pt

Rates for larger ads on request

SIDNI
POITI
in

JAMES CL.AVELL'S

Here's Where the Action Is . • . In the WANT ADS!

P

"TO S
WITJ

ANNOUNCEMENTS

'and
From the novel by Executive Producer •
written for the Screen,
introducing • I. R. BRAITHWAItE
Produced and Directed by

JOHN R. SLOAN

"I(JUJ"

'

NOW
12th WEEK

JAMES CLAVELL

TECHNICOLOR
FEATURE i
AT

17:00-9:30

--

Keep your parents informed of
the activities on ('ampus with a
year's subscription to the Puget
Sound Trail. Only $3.00 1 Get
your subscription blank now in
room 214 of the SUB.

Available For Testimonial Din-

Automobiles For Sale I have a loveiy (?) gold colored
1957 Chrysler that was my
Pride and joy but it blew up now I have th body sitting in
my hack yard and most of the
parts have been taken out (by a
repair man in order to find out
what was wrong) and they are
stored in the garage! I would
like to get rid of all or part of
it - the parts can be sold separately to anyone who can use
them and if no one wants the
body I will just have to have it
towed away. I want to get it
stripped of anything of value
before I haul it to the dump
and get a little out of it if I
can Call LO 4-2829 or the
ASB office ext. 250. Mrs. Heatley.
'52 Cad, original owner, 45.000
actual miles. Also '53 Cad for
spare parts. Both for only $350.
Call Doug Rawnsley, MA 70358.

EMPLOYMENT
Help Wanted
Male college student for parttime work as shoe fitter. Some
experience desired. Contact Mr.
Brolin at Arlin's Shoes. SK 25055
Men wanted for Arctic exiledition to test new ('ar wax.

Berry Pickers Wanted. Must

4 weLcfie/d
JEWELERS

925 Broadway
Villa Plaza
Tacoma Mall

INSTRUCTION
Tutoring
Experienced freshman English
tutoring. Call Donna Eriks, GR
4-6246

PHOTOGRAPHY

ners—Contact Senator Dodd.

AUTOMOTIVE & MARINE

What's happening within the
Roman Catholic Church? How is
the Catholic Church responding
to the ecumenical movement, and
what are some of the effects of
ecumenism on the Church?
These are a few of the questions
that Sister M. Eymard, O.S.B..
of Saint Placid's Priory, Olympia. Washington, will answer and
put into perspective when she
speaks about "The Roman Revolution" during University Chapel on November 16, at 11:00.
Last summer Sister Eymard
was directly involved with ecumenical activities when she taught
a class in Ecumenism at Saint
Martin's College. One of the other
participants in this ('nurse was
Dr. Richard Overman of the UPS
Religion Department.
Sister Eymard has spent most
of her life working in the fields
of Religion and Education. She
received her teacher's certificate
from the State Teacher's College
at Saint Cloud. Minnesota, and
did graduate work in Theology
at Dominican College in Rasael,
California. Sister Eymard has
taught ('lasses ranging from third
grade through college level. At
present she is teaching English
3 and Religion 4 at Saint Placid
High School in Olympia. Additionally, she teaches three ('lasses
of Sacred Scripture at Saint Martin's College.
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love berries, ('ause we sure
ain't gonna pay you anything.

MISCELLANEOUS
Finding Fall Semester long and
stagnant . . . Male ('omfortable
house: car: straight job. Tired
of talking to himself. Seeks
young attractive woman. Purpose: Reciprocally satisfying
needs and fulfilling wishes.
Please supply some background
and tel. no. Or write: 3115
No. 11th, Tacoma, Wash.
98406
For Sale: 32 watt AM-FM-FM
stereo receiver with one speaker. Price $50. See Mike Osheroff, 210 Todd Hall, ext. 469.

$50 Reward
For return of Ikon camera borrowed from Trail office and
SR 2-6327.

For Sale
For that unfurnished pad, how
about an old, but good running
refrig? $20 or best offer. 1108
North B Street.

Volunteers wanted
The Trail desperately needs
volunteers to help with circulation: typing labels, bundling.
etc.

RENTALS & REAL ESTATE
Used Caskets for sale.
For Rent
Girls Only! Large double room
with bath, completely furnished, including refrigerator. One
block from UPS. 3319 No. 19th.
SK 2-6327.

Like A Turkey - This Page Is Stuffed With Things You Like
It's easy to place an ad - Dial SK 9-3521, Ext. 763
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Navy to Recruit Dec. 7-8

UPS Sympi tony 'Transparent'
(Continued from Page 10)
few professional orchestras dare
attempt this style. At worst, an
orchestra plays with an opaque
style, throwing an impenetrable
noise screen between the composition and the listener. A distressingly large number of community orchestras play this way. And
why not? Psycho-physiological
studies have shown that instrumental musical performance is
more taxing than playing football. It is similar to mathematics and foreign language in that
the performer must develop fluent
mental responces to intricate visual symbols, and it is similar to
athletics in that he must develop
highly refined muscular endurance and coordination. Further,
if he plays in an orchestra, he
must be able to interact with the
other musicians and to follow the
composer's notations and the concluctor's directions simultaneously.
Few people ever achieve adequate
proficiency at these requisite
skills, even if they devote their
lives to the endeavor. The community orchestra is made up of
people who have demands upon
their time and energies sufficient
to leave them with only a small
reservoir of these commodities to
apply to their personal musical
achievement. Consequently, the
very best that the community
orchestra can hope to achieve is
a transparent style, playing just
well enough in tune and just well
enough together in time and dynamics that the composer's work
is accessible to the listener. And
if ever a community orchestra
achieved such a style, it was the
U.P.S.-Tacoma orchestra on November 1st at the Temple Theater.
This isn't a rave notice. Neither
is it an attempt to point out
flaws. The former can be read in
the local newspapers, and the latter can be heard among the local
verbal philistines and dilettanti.
Neither is constructive or informative. What really carried the performance was the shock value of
resounding success against seemingly overwhelming odds. The
natural response to the realization
that a community orchestra plans
to open a program with Brahms
Third Symphony is that the conductor's audacity exceeds his good
judgment. So profound a work requires serious attention and careful discipline. And Ed Seferian
presented this work with a wonrlerfully transparent style: neither he nor the orchestra need apologize to anyone, for the listener
heard Brahms, unmistakably and
powerfully. The rapport between
cooductor and musicians made
possible a performance which
would have delighted Brahms,
himself. Here, after all, was a
community orchestra, playing for
no monetary recompense, and
playing in tune, exhibiting every
d y namic level from pianissimo to
lortissimo (most community orchestras have only a mezzo forte):
the trombones and horns in particular were devisive, and the
strings were very good (this is the
biggest surprise Where does

any community orchestra find choosing "Reflections on the Water." by Debussy, as an encore.
good string players?).
Then, when Jean Casadesus He could have played something
was scheduled to play Saint-Saens, more difficult. but he had already
one wondered about the choice of demonstrated his mastery of the
composers: but when Casadesus piano; so that he was able to select a piece which would bridge
played, the answer was obvious:
the gap between the familiar
One aim of a concerto is to provicle a showcase for the performer. Brahms and the more modern
Consequently, many composers sonorities of Ginastera.
Ginastera was thrillingly pregive in to the temptation to allow
a demonstration of pianistics to sented, the horns and the bassoons
giving a particularly adept acobtrude, while others let the orchestra get in the way of the count of themselves. The unuspianist by giving it parts which ually numerous percussion section played very well; however,
are too difficult. Saint-Saens, although not anywhere near the one could wish that their enthurank of Brahms as a composer, siasm has deen slightly modified.
In all, Ed Seferian did a rehas at least provided us with a
concerto in which the pianist's markable job. What art should do
is an unsettled point. What it
technique can he seen to advantage without detriment to musi- can do at its best is to do much
more than entertain: it can put
cianship ("translucent style," as
it were, displayed admirably, on us in touch with what Hawthorne
this occasion, by Casadesus) and calls the "Universal Throb." And
that is what the active listener
in which the supporting orchestral parts complement rather than felt, especIally in the Brahms
Third, at the concert under discompete.
Casadesus was judicious in cussion.

SABRENA'S
WIG WAGON
Complete Wig Service and Sales

The Navy Officer Information
Team will visit the University of
Puget Sound at the Student
Union on Dec. 7 and 8, from 10
am. to 3 p.m. Officer Qualification Tests will be administered
for both the Naval Aviation Officer Candidate Program and the
Officer Candidate School Program. Both programs lead to commissions in the United States
Navy. College students within one
year of graduation are eligible to
test and begin application for either program. By applying before
graduation a student insures his

future upon graduation. Also,
once an Officer Candidate applicant accepts, and is enlisted into
a Navy Officer Program he is
no longer in a draftable status,
and is assured of being able to
complete school.
The Aviation Officer Candidate
will earn the coveter "Wings of
Gold" of a Naval Aviator or Naval Flight Officer and fly the
most modern carrier or land
based aircraft in the world. The
Officer candidate will earn his
Naval Commission after 16 weeks
of Officer Candidate School at
Newport. Rhode Island.

First Choice
Engageables
They like the smart styling and
the perfect center diamond
a brilliant gem of line
color and modern cut. The
name, Keepsake, in your
ring assures lifetime satisfaction. Select yours at your
Keepsake Jeweler's store.
He's in the yellow pages
under "Jewelers."

-'

TELEPHONE GReenfield 2-1228

R E G I S T E R E D

Christmas Special for Students
WIGLETS ---------- --- -------- --------reg. $12.95

D I A MON D R I N G S

$7.95

NOW ONLY

50 COLORS... 100% HUMAN HAIR

Wigs, Wig Falls & Falls. The Longest, Thickest,
Most Fabulous Falls Found Anywhere, call

SABRENA'S
WIG WAGON

-1

GROOVE ON THIS
Blue Velvet
Conspiracy
3014 - 6th Avenue
BR 2-9555

PSYCHEDELIC SHOP
BOUTIQUE
X X X X X X X

posters, buttons, incense,
jewelry, black liy"ts,
paints, etc.
For Girls, The Groovy Kind of
California Clothes
YOU Want
Also handmade rings, earrings,
and beadery. Turn on a
Friend at Christmas
with a gift from our shop.
open 11 AM to 6 PM &
8 PM to 11 PM
3/4

mi. from campus toward town

Love and Peace!!

PRICES FROM $100. TO $5000. RINGS ENLARGED TO SHOW NESUTY OF DETAIL

I Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engage- I
I ment and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for I
I only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book. I
I

(Name
Address

I

(City
State

Zip

I KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13202

i

